COVID-19 and
how to protect
your brand

THE SIMPLE FACTS

COVID-19 is forcing brands to
re-evaluate their communications
and how they positively support their
customers and the community.

THE SIMPLE FACTS

Many brands have struggled to find their
voice or have been bunkered down focused
on survival.

Those that have adapted
quickly, communicated
clearly and demonstrated
how they are safeguarding
their employees, customers
and the community are being
noticed and well received.

With modern media driving messaging
harder and faster, how leaders and brands
respond now will go a long way to how
they recover after this crisis.
In a crisis, it is the job of companies
to either do good or make people
feel good. This is not the time to
aggressively sell or maintain a business
as usual approach.

AN AUSTRALIAN PERSPECTIVE

Our island borders, early intervention, social distancing
policy, stage 3 restrictions and quality health care
system are seeing promising early signs.
There will be a lessening of restrictions as the Government
balances health care and the need to keep our economy
moving. With border restrictions likely in place for another
12 months we will need to plan on ways to do business
better within our own borders.

‘The wheels of industry need to
keep turning. Those wheels are
best greased by marketing.’
Mark Ritson

AN AUSTRALIAN PERSPECTIVE

Non-discretionary
spend is up 39% in the
last 7 weeks across
supermarkets, food retail
and pharmacy.

Consumers are buying more online
fashion, beauty, fresh and packaged
FMCG. They are downloading more
sharing apps, movie platforms,
streaming tools and exercise programs.
Importantly many consumer and business
behaviours will last beyond this crisis
(SARS played a pivotal role in the growth
and success of Alibaba).
We are already seeing both cashless and
cashierless transactions and ‘contactless’
preparation and delivery. Businesses need
to think about how they can prepare and
respond to these shifts. Our business
landscape will be distinctly different.

Source: Nielsen Digital Content Ratings, Jan 2020

AN AUSTRALIAN PERSPECTIVE

Now is the time to focus
on how your brand can
help your customers
and the community.
People want security,
certainty and support.

Trust is one of the most important
drivers of customer advocacy amongst
Australian consumers so brands must
deliver this.
We are seeing brands find new and
innovative ways to help; in some cases,
re-engineering their production processes
to supply much needed products.

Source: Nielsen Digital Content Ratings, Jan 2020

BRANDS THAT PUT PEOPLE FIRST

Brands and how they
communicate play a
huge role in riding out
a recession.

If you have a technology, expertise,
or simple tools to make people’s lives
easier, healthier or safer now is the
time to provide it. And if you can
do it quickly, easily and cheaper....
all the better.

Source: Nielsen Digital Content Ratings, Jan 2020

BRANDS THAT PUT PEOPLE FIRST

Those that don’t have a voice
in these times can expect to
see a marked decline in their
brand equity. This recent
article from Mark Ritson is
a must read.

Brands that maintain a presence
can expect to recover faster.
Read here the Forbes article
and see how brands like Amazon,
Pizza Hut, Kellogg’s and Toyota
capitalised while others cut spend.

Source: Nielsen Digital Content Ratings, Jan 2020

IN AN INCREASINGLY DIGITALLY CONNECTED WORLD
WHICH AT THIS TIME, IS EVEN MORE CONNECTED...

Your silence is often
your loudest voice.

STAYING RELEVANT IN A CRISIS

There are opportunities
for brands during a crisis:
1. IMPACT
Noise levels and competitor spend
in your category will be down
which increases your impact.
2. CHANNEL
Your efforts are amplified in
this environment as there are
considerably more people
watching TV, using social media
and engaging online.

3. CONSUMPTION
It will be easier to reposition
a brand or launch a new product
with less competitor activity.
You have an excess share of
voice (ESOV).
4. AMPLIFICATION
Brands can project an image
of corporate stability which
consumers are craving.

5. STABILITY
Research shows brands that
increase or continue to invest in
marketing and advertising emerge
from a recession in better shape.
6. DO GOOD
Consumers remember those who
did good and provided support in
tough times.

Nielsen predict it could
lead to nearly a 60% increase
in the amount of content
consumers watch.
Source: GlobalWebIndex, Coronavirus Research via WARC

COMMUNICATION FRAMEWORK

A considered communication framework enables companies to
navigate the crisis, to pivot their communications, and plan what
to say, when to say it, and how to say it.

Respond

Reimagine

Rebound

Recovery

Our current phase
requiring brand
leadership, community
focus and support.

The brand reinvention
phase preparing comms
for changed customer
expectations.

Maintain brand presence
in changed competitor
landscape and retain
stressed customer.

Reinforce brand
resilience and focus on
business efficiency and
productivity.

Source: Magnet Global. Reference: Gravity Global

CRISIS PHASE

Respond
Framework for communications
1. Don’t go dark - data shows brands that
maintain activity and profile in times of
economic crisis recover quicker.

4. Make all communications valuable to the
recipient – offering advice, sources of
information, relevant offers or support.

2. Keep high profile brand presence to
demonstrate resilience and leadership.

5. Consider channel usage – social,
TV and radio increasingly consumed
by audiences based at home, OOH
to be dropped.

3. Ensure all communications adopt a
suitable, empathetic and non-commercial
tone, and remain positive about the future.

CRISIS PHASE

Reimagine
Framework for communications
1. Recognise that the rebound could be
rapid and arrive sooner than conventional
marcomms planning cycles can deliver.
2. Ensure a high profile brand presence
as your competitor landscape may be
very different as a result of the crisis and
businesses may be looking for
new suppliers.

3. Put measures in place to retain
existing customers who may find
introductory deals from competitors
to be more cost effective than maintaining
their current supplier.
4. Where feasible, focus messaging,
and relevant product/service promotion
and deals on support for recommissioning
customers’ businesses (and in ways that
assist cashflow management).

CRISIS PHASE

Rebound
Framework for communications
1. Re-imagine how you go to market more
efficiently and effectively.
2. Recognise that customers/prospects are
already changing their business models
and potentially changing demands, many
extending through recovery to be
the new normal.

3. Plan for the rebound and get new
marcomms messages and assets in
place – rebound could arrive quickly,
and neither pre-crisis nor respond phase
messaging is likely to be appropriate,
so early consideration of your marcomms’
ongoing stance is needed.

CRISIS PHASE

Recovery
Framework for communications
1. Initial pent-up demand during the
rebound phase is likely to drop to a more
gradual recovery level.
2. Brand messaging will remain critical as
supplier longevity and resilience will be
important, possibly increasingly so.

3. It is likely that businesses will favour
suppliers able to support their business
efficiency, productivity and resilience
– propositions and demand messaging
should be adapted accordingly.
4. Customers and prospects who were
once leaders in their sectors may lose
market share to more resilient businesses
– new business targeting should be
adapted accordingly.

THE STRATEGIC ROLE OF COMMUNICATION

In this context,
communication is more
than ever a strategic
resource for brand value.

Keeping the relationship with
your customer alive or building a
new one will be essential to increase
your brand relevance and avoid
competitors moving in.
Brands play a key role in crisis
management and can better connect
by focusing on the issues that matter
most to their customers.
Important: Don’t say you care.
Show you care. While we are all in
this together, the pain is not equal!

Source: Nielsen Digital Content Ratings, Jan 2020

COVID-19 SUPPORTIVE APPROACH

1. Support the
front-line

2. Re-purpose
production

Supporting and caring for those who
are on the front line is vital. Free
products or discount services for health
and emergency service workers can
make a huge difference to their lives.

Many manufacturer’s have retooled
their production capabilities to provide
much needed product .

We have seen brands source food,
meals, provide free product or discounts,
cosmetics and transportation. Some are
being discrete with their generosity and
others leveraging social to reach as many
as possible to support the cause. These
are positive and effective ways for brands
to respond and be remembered.

By putting the greater good ahead
of short term profits they are showing
their adaptability, care and commitment.
Brands like this will reap the benefits
in the longer term.

COVID-19 SUPPORTIVE APPROACH

3. Help the
vulnerable

4. Helping
at Home

From financial support to food
packs to making peoples lives safer
and less stressful.

Social isolation and being home bound
has created opportunities for brand
to help people in their daily lives like
never before.

Whether its reducing fees, waiving costs,
deferring payments, bringing new tools
on-line or putting energy into supporting
those less fortunate. Now is the time to
provide advice, support and help.

From free workouts, wellness apps,
improving remote work effectiveness,
to video conferencing tools. Finally
internet and utility providers can now
find new ways to actually help.

Brands that take a long term view, who think creatively about new ways
to make a positive impact, who are agile and live their purpose will be the
ones consumers remember and support well after this crisis is gone.

FUEL SUPPORT

If you want a voice and need support
establishing a clear path through this
issue we are here to help.
If you can see how following an
established crisis communications
approach will benefit you then we
can help you develop your plan.
If you want ideas and strategies to
make an impact for your employees,
customers and community we can
facilitate a strategic workshop.

We are here to
provide strategic
advice and support.
Contact Tim Kidman
0417 357 466
or email
tkidman@thefuelagency.com.au

